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Intrinsic kinetics fluctuations as cause of growth inhomogeneity in protein crystals
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~Received 3 December 1997; revised manuscript received 3 February 1998!

Intrinsic kinetics instabilities in the form of growth step bunching during the crystallization of the protein
lysozyme from solution were characterized byin situ high-resolution optical interferometry. Compositional
variations~striations! in the crystal, which potentially decrease its utility, e.g., for molecular structure studies
by diffraction methods, were visualized by polarized light reflection microscopy. A spatiotemporal correlation
was established between the sequence of moving step bunches and the striations.@S1063-651X~98!03206-1#

PACS number~s!: 87.90.1y, 81.10.Aj, 61.72.Cc, 68.35.Ct
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Protein crystals are predominantly used for determi
tions of the molecular structures by x-ray, neutron, or el
tron diffraction. Three-dimensional structure details
atomic resolution are the key to the understanding of in
actions between enzymes and substrates or inhibitors, c
lations between genome and protein sequences, rational
design, and many other problems of biomedical significa
@1#. Recent advances in beam and detector technology an
computational crystallography, greatly accelerated hi
resolution diffraction studies. Thus the preparation
diffraction-quality crystals has emerged as the bottleneck
macromolecular structure studies@1#. As a consequence
much effort has been spent to gain an understanding of
mechanisms underlying protein crystal growth and the as
ciated formation of compositional and structural defects@2#.
Unsteady conditions during growth@3,4#, as well as the in-
corporation of impurities@4–6# and crystallites or amorphou
clusters into growing crystals@7#, have been shown to de
grade the crystals’ perfection and thus limit their suitabil
for diffraction studies. In this paper we show that even if
were possible to eliminate these extrinsic, detrimental f
tors, protein crystal inhomogeneities can arise from intrin
instabilities that originate in the coupling of solute transp
to the interface with the nonlinear interfacial attachment
netics.

In earlier work with the model protein lysozyme, w
found that under steady solution conditions the locally m
sured growth rate and growth step density can fluctuate
up to several times their average values@8,9#. The variations
in step density reveal that this unsteadiness occurs thro
the dynamic formation of step bunches. In analogy to vari
observations with inorganic systems@10,11#, we inferred that
these kinetic fluctuations represent an intrinsic instabi
@12# of the growth process under mixed surface-kinetics a
bulk-transport control. We tested this supposition by num
cal simulations of the diffusive transport and coupled inc
poration into individual steps on a growing crystal face@13#.
These simulations yielded fluctuations and step bunchin
magnitudes and time scales consistent with those obse
experimentally. From these results we obtained a syst
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dependent rationale for the advantages, as well as the d
vantages of specific choices of transport conditions for~pro-
tein! crystal perfection.

In this earlier work we also showed that the spacing
tween striations~bands of inhomogeneities! detected in the
crystals was comparable to the thickness of the layers gr
between major growth rate excursions, i.e., between the
sage of major step bunches at a given location on the in
face @9#. Hence we tentatively concluded that these str
originate at step bunches. However, a direct spatiotemp
correlation between growth rate fluctuations, step bunch
and striations in the crystals, similar to that found in sem
conductor crystallization@14#, remained to be established. I
this paper we provide the missing correlation.

The experimental procedures, interferometric data coll
tion, and computer imaging used here have been descr
before @8#. They allow monitoring~with a depth resolution
<200 Å! of the normal growth rateR, and local vicinal
slopep ~proportional to the step density!, at select locations
on the growing facet. The crystallization and solution circ
lation system was the same as in our forced solution fl
studies@15#. The solutions contained 50 mg/ml lysozym
2.5 gr/100 ml solution NaCl as a precipitant and 0.05M so-
dium acetate-acetic acid buffer to fix thepH at 4.5. Since
lower solution purity enhances the visibility of striations@5#,
we used protein as obtained from Seikagaku, which conta
;1 wt. % of the dry protein each of covalent lysozym
dimer and an unidentified protein with a molecular weight
;19 000@16,17#. During the growth kinetics monitoring, th
solution temperature was stabilized to within 0.01 °C.

A few crystals were nucleated on a horizontal glass pl
in a growth cell @15# on our microscopy setup@8#. After
some growth at 21 °C, we selected one of the~110! faces for
interferometric growth morphology and kinetics monitorin
To mark to beginning of the interferometric data collectio
we lowered the temperature by 1 °C to create an interfa
delineating striation@3,5#. After 1.5 h of further growth, the
data collection was terminated and the temperature
raised to 21 °C to mark the new interface position with
stria. For the visualization of striae, i.e., microscopically th
layers of defects, viewing parallel to the interface is requir
For this, the cell was opened and the glass plate was tu
vertically. To avoid solution evaporation and optical disto
tions from curved liquid-air surfaces, the cell was closed a
:
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filled again with solution. Microscopic striae distributio
measurements were then made with reflected polarized l

Figure 1~a! depicts the interface morphology during theR
and p monitoring ~Fig. 2! in the form of a top-view inter-
ferometric micrograph. In this view, the concentric interfe
ence fringes represent the contour lines of the surface m
phology @8#. This interferogram indicates that the grow
steps are generated at the facet center and spread towa

FIG. 1. ~a! Interferogram of a~110! face of lysozyme showing a
growth hillock at the facet center; for crystallographic directions
the sketch on the right.3 marks the location of interferometri
monitoring. ~b! Polarized light reflection image of the cryst
viewed in the direction perpendicular to the direction of observat
in ~a!, with the focal plane positioned in about the middle of t
crystal.~c! 2:1 enlargement of the squared area in~b! with enhanced
contrast to better visualize the striations. Lines in~b! and~c! corre-
spond to crystal growth during the interferometric monitoring p
riod. Arrows in~b! point to striations caused byuDTu51 °C before
and after monitoring. The orientations of crystallographic axes
~b! and ~c! are shown on the right.

FIG. 2. Time traces of the~a! growth rateR and ~b! vicinal
slopep recorded at the location marked with3 in Fig. 1~a! at s
51.9 (T520 °C).
ht.

r-

the

facet edges, forming a vicinal hillock on the face. The elo
gated shape of the face and the anisotropy of step velo
~slowest directions@001#! determine the hillock shape show
in this figure. Note that most of the facet is covered by ste
moving in the oppositê001& and ^001̄& directions.

Figure 1~b! presents a polarized light micrograph of th
grown crystal viewed parallel to the interface. In this si
view, the two straight striations that resulted from the im
posed temperature changes mark the beginning and en
the monitoring period. In this low-resolution view, thes
markers appear parallel to the~110! plane. Between the
markers, in the lower left region, one can discern a system
closely spaced, inclined striations. The inclination with r
spect to the~110! plane is between 10° and 15°. A simila
system of striations@less clearly discernable with the contra
settings selected for Fig. 1~b!# forms essentially a mirror im-
age of the first set about the~001! plane. The origin and
orientation of these sets of striations are compatible w
traces left by step bunches on opposite sides of the gro
hillock; see above.

Striae originating at macrosteps should be inclined w
respect to the singular plane by an anglea, which is related
to the local normal growth rateR and step bunch velocity
vbunch by

tan a5R/vbunch. ~1!

By comparing Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, we see that in a bunch
~period of maximump! R;60 Å/s. From a comparison o
two traces of the vicinal slopep(t) recorded in adjacent pair
of pixels at the monitoring location~for details see Ref.@8#!
we obtainedvbunch'2.531026 cm/s. Thus Eq.~1! yields
a'14°, well within the range extracted from Fig. 1~b!.

For further evaluation we use the image contained in
square in Fig. 1~b!, which is shown in enlarged form in Fig
1~c!, with the black line in both indicating the 32-mm dis-
placement of the interferometric observation location dur
the measurement period, i.e., between the two markers. N
that about six striations cross this line of growth between
markers in Figs. 1~b! and 1~c! with an average spacingDx of
5–6 mm. This number equals the number of step bunc
with slope greater than 231022 in Fig. 2~b!. Furthermore,
note that the heavier striations at the beginning of the mo
toring interval correspond to steeper step bunches.

A more quantitative correlation between the optical ima
of the striations and thep(t) trace is hampered by the non
linearities involved in the striation imaging process in Fig
1~b! and 1~c!. Furthermore, the step orientation, density, a
number in the step bunches may vary in the^1̄10& direction,
perpendicular to the step motion direction~for examples of
such step patterns see@14#!. This would lead to variations in
the optical thickness of the trailing striations, whose proje
tion on the~1̄10! plane is visualized in Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!.

Yet, based on the above material, we can clearly corre
the formation of compositional inhomogeneities in lysozym
crystals grown under steady solution conditions with the
trinsic instabilities of layer growth dynamics occurring in th
mixed kinetics-bulk transport control regime. Fortunate
based on the dependence of the amplitude of these fluc
tions on the ‘‘working point’’ ~relative weight of transport
and kinetics in overall rate control! @9#, one can expect tha
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shifts of the crystallization conditions towards pure kinet
or transport control should result in more steady growth. D
pending on the specific system, i.e., its working point, suc
shift towards more steady intrinsic conditions may requ
either enhanced or quiescent~purely diffusive! bulk transport
conditions.

From this rationale, it is not surprising that the crysta
zation of some proteins under reduced gravity~more quies-
cent transport conditions! has resulted in crystals that diffrac
to higher resolution, while others did not benefit or show
even lower perfection than their Earth-grown counterpa
@9,18#. It may not be obvious how inhomogeneities on t
micrometer scale may affect the diffraction resolution o
tainable from a crystal in the sub-3-Å range. For this, it
important to note that the maximum diffraction resolution
determined by the signal-to-noise ratio of high-index refl
tions. Since high-index crystal planes have low molecu
density, much wider areas of rotationally and translationa
aligned molecules are needed to enhance the intensity o
reflections from these planes and increase their signa
.
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noise ratios. Hence crystal imperfections on the scale of
crometers~e.g., striations discussed here! and even tens and
hundreds of micrometer~block structures, twins, etc.! affect
the diffraction resolution obtainable from a crystal.

Note that lysozyme crystallization from unstirred sol
tions operates near kinetics control. Thus a reduction of
above step bunching instability should only be expected
der enhanced bulk transport conditions. Most recently,
have confirmed this in crystallization experiments w
forced solution flow@15,19#. A quantitative account of this
increased kinetics stability under enhanced bulk transpo
given elsewhere@20#.
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